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Abstract. We proposed a method of using machine learning with various features for the
recognition of Japanese notational variants. We increased 0.06 at the F-measure by specific
features using existing dictionaries and character pairs useful for recognizing notational vari-
ants and obtained 0.91 at the F-measure for the recognition of notational variants. By using
the method, we could extract 160 thousand word pairs with a precision rate of 0.9. We also
constructed a method using patterns in addition to machine learning and observed that we
could extract 4.2 million notational variant pairs with a precision rate of 0.78. We confirmed
that our method was much better than an existing method through experiments.
Keywords: machine learning, Japanese notational variant, various features, variant pair, edit
distance.
1 Introduction
In Japanese, there exist several different and similar notational variants of a word. For example, 
 (su pa ge te i) and   (su pa ge tsu te i) can be used for spaghetti.
A dictionary including such notational variants is extremely useful in many cases such as normal-
ization of word expressions in information retrieval and normalization of word expressions in text
mining or information extraction. Therefore, we studied the automatic extraction of the notational
variants of a Japanese word.
In terms of related studies, Brill et al. extracted pairs of Japanese Katakana expressions and
their corresponding English expressions (Brill et al., 2001), McCallum et al. detected matching or
mismatching in restaurant names or paper citation data (McCallum et al., 2005), and Tsuruoka et
al., Aramaki et al., and Okazaki et al. extracted synonyms or notational variants in a restricted do-
main such as biology and medical science (Tsuruoka et al., 2007; Aramaki et al., 2008; Okazaki et
al., 2008). In contrast to these studies, we handled the automatic extraction of Japanese notational
variants in all the domains.
We used supervised machine learning approaches, in which we can easily use various types of
information in the process of extracting Japanese notational variants.
By supervised machine learning approaches (Suzaki et al., 2002; Masuyama and Nakagawa,
2004; Shimada et al., 2005), we used the information that existing dictionaries, including nota-
tional variants, provide. We also used the information that similar characters such as A/a and 
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 (ga/ka) are likely to be used for notational variants. By using many other types of useful in-
formation, we realized extremely high levels of performance in recognition of Japanese notational
variants.
Furthermore, we not only used machine learning but also used pattern based approaches in
order to extract a signicant number of notational variant pairs (3 million).
In this study, we handled only Japanese notational variants where the edit distance is only one
character. This is because many Japanese notational variants satisfy this condition. We think that
the extraction of Japanese notational variants where the edit distance is more than one character
can be performed by an extended version of the method in the case when the edit distance is one
character.
2 Definition of Japanese Notational Variants
Different forms of a word are dened as notational variants. For example, because 
 (su pa ge tsu te i) is a different form of   (su pa ge te i), they constitute a pair of
notational variants. In the case of   (school conict) and   (school distur-
bance), they do not constitute a pair of notational variants because they have the same meaning
and synonyms, but   (conict) and   (disturbance) are different words.
3 Difficulty of Extraction of Japanese Notational Variants
Notational variants for a word appear in a similar context. However, we might extract wrong
notational variants when only using the condition of a similar context. We thus considered the
method of extracting as a pair of notational variants two words that appear in a similar context
and where the edit distance is one character. Further, we thought that the method would be able
to extract notational variants. We conducted this in the following manner. We used Kazama et
al.’s word list, including one million words, each of which has 500 similar words with similarities
based on contexts (Kazama and Torisawa, 2008; Kazama et al., 2009). We extracted pairs of
similar words where the edit distance is one character from the list and evaluated the results. The
F-measure for extracting notational variants was 0.07. We found that using only the condition of
a similar context and the condition of the edit distance could not extract notational variants with
high performance.
4 Proposed Method
To solve the problems in the previous section and extract notational variants with high perfor-
mance, we used supervised machine learning methods with various features . We used support
vector machines (Cristianini and Shawe-taylor, 2000) as supervised machine learning methods.
We used a tool TinySVM (Kudoh, 2000) and a linear kernel. We used 1 as the parameter of soft
margin. An input of a machine learning method is a pair of words. A machine learning method
judges whether or not an input word pair is a pair of notational variants. Most of the features used
in our method are described in Table 1.
We also used some other features using heuristic rules similar to F8. F1-F3 are the features
related to the characters of different and common parts that were often used in existing studies.
The other features are the newly made ones to obtain high levels of performance. F4 was given
by Kazama et al.’s word list. F5-F7 used the characteristic that a word pair whose different parts
are similar characters (e.g.,   (three), A/a, and  ) is likely to be a notational variant
pair. F8 was a heuristic rule. F9-F12 were based on dictionaries. F12 used a stacking algorithm
(van Halteren et al., 2001). In F12, we rst made a training data set comprising 25,934 data
items (positive examples), which were notational variant pairs, and 904,612 data items (negative
examples), which were not notational variant pairs, by using the JUMAN dictionary (Kurohashi
and Kawahara, 2009), which has information on notational variants. An input data item was
judged as a positive or negative example using this training data set and the judged result was
given as F12.
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Table 1: Features
ID Definition
F1 A character of the first or second word in a different part
F2 1 to 3 grams characters before or after a different part
F3 Types of characters (Hiragana, Katakana, Chinese Kanaji characters, and symbols), parts of
speeches (POS) of a morpheme including the character,and the location in the morpheme for
F1 and F2
F4 The similarity between the two input words
F5 Whether or not the characters of the first and second words in a different part indicate the same
number when they are numbers. (e.g., “ ”(a week))
F6 Whether or not the characters of the first and second words in a different part are the same char-
acters, one of which is in the upper case and the other is in the lower case (e.g., “
”(o ka a’ cha n) and “ ”(o ka a cha n)), or they are similar characters (e.g., “
” (ga/ka)) when they are Hiragana/Katakana characters
F7 Whether or not the characters of the first and second words in a different part are the same
characters, one of which is in the upper case and the other is in the lower case (e.g., “300kbps”
and “300Kbps”) when they are alphabets
F8 Whether or not one of the characters of the first and second words in a different part is the word
indicating a digit or a figure (e.g., “ ” (million), “ ” (thousand)) and the other is missing
F9 Whether or not parts, including different parts, are recognized as a notational variant pair by the
JUMAN dictionary
F10 Whether or not parts, including different parts, have the same reading or sound recognized using
the JUMAN dictionary
F11 Whether or not the characters of the first and second words in a different part are Chinese char-
acters and heterothallic (Itaiji) Chinese characters (e.g., “ ” (sa wa) and “ ” (sa wa), which
are originally the same characters.)
F12 Whether or not a stacking algorithm judges a word pair as a notational variant pair based on the
JUMAN dictionary
5 Experiments
5.1 Data Sets Used in Experiments
We constructed data sets used in experiments by using Kazama et al.’s word list, including one
million words, each of which has 500 similar words. We randomly extracted 14,185 pairs of
similar words where the edit distance is one character from the list. Three annotators manually
tagged the tags that indicate whether data items are notational variants or not to them, and we used
the results by their voting for experiments. We obtained a high kappa value of 0.84 in tagging
agreement (Landis and Koch, 1977). We made from them word pairs where the rst word and the
second word in a pair were exchanged. Thus, we made a total of 28,370 word pairs. We evenly
divided 28,370 word pairs into two parts: Data set A and Data set B. Data set A included 745 pairs
of notational variants. Data set B included 725 pairs of notational variants.
We used Data set A for considering new types of features. We used Data set B for conrming
that the new types of features are useful. We considered new types of features in experimental
results of the cross validation using Data set A. We call this experiment as Experiment A. After
we determined the features used in machine learning, we conducted experiments where Data set A
was used as a training data set and Data set B was used as a test data set. We call this experiment
as Experiment B.
5.2 Experimental Results
We conducted Experiment B. The results are shown in Table 2.
The proposed method was our method using all the features in Table 1 described in Section 4.
In the comparison method A, all the input data items were judged as pairs of notational variants.
This is the same as the results described in Section 3. In comparison method B, only the general
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Table 2: Experimental results
Method Recall Precision F-measure
Proposed method 0.90 0.93 0.91
Comparison method A 1.00 0.04 0.07
Comparison method B 0.81 0.89 0.85
Comparison method C 0.58 0.79 0.67
Comparison method D 0.24 0.02 0.04
Comparison methods E/F 0.30 0.97 0.45
Table 3: The similar features as those in Aramaki et al.’s studies
ID Definition
F’1 A character of the first or second word in a different part
F’2 Previous character of F’1
F’3 Subsequent character of F’1
F’4 Types of characters (Hiragana, Katakana, and Chinese Kanaji characters, and symbols) for F’1
F’5 Types of characters (Hiragana, Katakana, and Chinese Kanaji characters, and symbols) for F’2
F’6 Types of characters (Hiragana, Katakana, and Chinese Kanaji characters, and symbols) for F’3
F’7 This feature (edit distance-based similarity:SIMed) between word pair(w1, w2) is defined as
follows:
SIMed(w1, w2) = 1−
EditDistance(w1, w2)× 2
len(w1) + len(w2)
,
where len(w1) is the number of characters of w1, len(w2) is the number of characters of w2,
Editdistance(w1, w2) is the minimum number of point mutations required to change w1 into
w2. For details, see(Levenshtein, 1965)
features were used (F1-F3). Comparison methods C and D were similar to those used in Aramaki
et al. (Aramaki et al., 2008). In comparison method C, SVM with the similar features as those
in Aramaki et al.’s studies was used by using Data set A, which was used as a training data set,
and Data set B, which was used as a test data set. The features used in comparison method C
are shown in Table 3. Comparison method D indicated the results when using Aramaki et al.’s
tool.1 Comparison method E was the method where only data items that had F5, F7, or F10
were judged to be pairs of notational variants. Comparison method F was a method based on
SVM using only F5, F7, and F10 as features. F5, F7, and F10 were features that were found to be
especially useful in the experiments described in a later section.
We conrmed that the proposed method obtained a signicantly higher F-measure than all
the other methods in Table 2 at the signicance level of 0.05. In this paper, we used a bootstrap-
ping method (Efron, 2001) for statistical signicant differences. In the bootstrapping method, we
assume that we want to compare Methods 1 and 2. We randomly and redundantly extract N data
items from an evaluated data set. N is the number of data items in an evaluated data set. We repeat
this 10,000 times and obtain 10,000 data sets. We obtain the F-measures of Methods 1 and 2 for
10,000 experiments using 10,000 data sets. In 10,000 experiments, we calculate the ratio in which
Method 1 obtains higher F-measures than Method 2. When the ratio is larger than 0.95, we can
roughly estimate that Method 1 is better than Method 2 at the signicance level of 0.05.
The results indicated the following: i) Our proposed method obtained a highly accurate F-
measure (0.91). ii) The F-measure obtained by our proposed method was 0.06 higher than com-
parison method B. This indicates that using F4-12 features in addition is extremely important.
iii) Our proposed method obtained a higher F-measure than Comparison methods C/D based
on Aramaki et al. studies. Comparison method D often made errors when the difference or
surrounding parts included numbers. We think that Aramaki et al. would use a training data set in
a restricted domain and not use a training data set that includes numbers.
1 http://202.218.239.69/˜aramaki/TRANS/
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Table 4: Changes in F-measure when eliminating only one feature
Eliminated Experiment A Experiment B Eliminated Experiment A Experiment B
feature feature
F1 -0.002 -0.002 F7 -0.015 -0.014
F2 0.000 -0.002 F8 -0.001 0.001
F3 -0.007 0.001 F9 0.001 0.000
F4 0.000 -0.001 F10 -0.020 -0.052
F5 -0.027 -0.012 F11 0.000 0.000
F6 0.001 0.001 F12 -0.003 -0.004
Table 5: Feature analysis using a bootstraping method
Eliminated Eliminating only one feature and Using all the features
feature using all the remaining features
Experiment A Experiment B Experiment A Experiment B
F1 0.1584 0.0000 0.7994 0.9836
F2 0.8388 0.1258 0.1573 0.8637
F3 0.0150 0.5524 0.9850 0.4473
F4 0.4848 0.2105 0.4967 0.7460
F5 0.0000 0.0044 1.0000 0.9956
F6 0.6357 0.5720 0.0000 0.4212
F7 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000
F8 0.2441 0.6315 0.7084 0.0000
F9 0.5776 0.0000 0.3629 0.0000
F10 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000
F11 0.3416 0.0000 0.5215 0.6413
F12 0.1973 0.0385 0.7951 0.9556
5.3 Examining Features
In order to examine which features are important, we compared the results using all the features
and the results eliminating only one feature and using all the remaining features. We conducted
these experiments in Experiments A and B. We used a bootstrapping method to compare the
two methods. The results are shown in Table 4. Table 4 indicates the ratios when the method
eliminating only one feature and using all the remaining features obtained a higher F-measure than
the method using all the features and the ratios when the method using all the features obtained
a higher F-measure than the method eliminating only one feature and using all the remaining
features. Table 5 indicates the changes of F-measures when eliminating only one feature and
using all the remaining features against the case when using all the features. Table 5 shows that
F5, F7, and F10 were the features where the elimination of each feature was signicantly worse
than the use of all the features in both Experiments A and B at the signicance level of 0.05
by a bootstrapping method. The values of signicance level of 0.05 by a bootstrapping method
are underlined in Table 5. Table 4 shows that no use of F5, F7, or F10 decreased (0.027/0.012),
(0.015/0.014), or (0.020/0.052) at the F-measure in both Experiments A and B. We found that
these features were highly important.
We thus conducted experiments using comparison methods E/F in Section 5.2. From Table 2,
we found that although F5, F7, and F10 were important, the use of F5, F7, and F10 only was not
good.
We used a stacking algorithm in this study (F12). In our experiments, we found that the use of
F12 improved (0.003/0.004) at the F-measure and the elimination of the feature was signicantly
worse than the use of all the features in both Experiments A and B at the signicance level of 0.1
by a bootstrapping method. We found that F12 was also useful.
In our experiments, we found that there were no features where the elimination of each of the
features was signicantly better than the use of all the features in both Experiments A and B at the
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Figure 1: The outline of our pattern-based method extraction notational variants
Table 6: Acquired patterns
Acquired pattern Notational variant pairs
“ delete” “ ”
(sio   ko syo u/sio ko syo u)
(salt and pepper)
“ (ru) ” “ ”
(ha ru ma ge do n/ha a ma ge do n)
(Armageddon)
“ ”(ko) “ ”
(hi ki ko mo ri/hi ki ko mo ri)
(withdrawal)
signicance level of 0.05 by a bootstrapping method. Therefore, we found that all the features we
used in this study were useful and we had better use all the features.
5.4 Extracting Notational Variants
By using all the word pairs in Kazama et al.’s word list as input data items for our method, we
obtained 160 thousand word pairs as notational variants. Because the precision rate of our method
is about 0.9 (Table 2), the extracted pairs would include 145 (= 160 × 0.9) thousand correct no-
tational variant pairs. Because the Juman dictionary includes only 20 thousand notational variant
pairs, our results have a signicant impact.
6 Pattern-based Extraction of a Very Large Number of Notational Variants
We conducted experiments extracting a large number of notational variants by using patterns in
addition to machine learning. Figure 1 shows the outline of this method.
In the experiments, we rst constructed patterns that are useful for making notational vari-
ants. We extracted different parts (e.g.,   (six)) of notational variant pairs (e.g., 
 (six meters)) as such patterns from Data sets A and B. We obtained
217 patterns. Some of the acquired patterns are described in Table 6.
Next, we extracted 30 million words from a web (Shinzato et al., 2008). We transformed each
of the 30 million words (the original word; e.g.,   (six kilograms)) to the other
word (the transformed word; e.g.,  ) by using patterns. When the transformed
word was included in the 30 million words, we made a pair of the original and transformed words
as a candidate of a notational variant pair. We performed the experiments and obtained 8.3 million
candidates.
Finally, we applied our method extracting a notational variant pair described in Section 4. As a
result, we obtained 4.2 million word pairs as notational variant pairs. We randomly extracted 300
pairs and evaluated them. We found that 233 pairs among the 300 pairs (78%) were correct.
Therefore, the extracted pairs would include 3.3 (= 4.2 × 0.78) million correct notational variant
pairs.
Some of the extracted notational variant pairs are described in Table 7. Different parts are
underlined.
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Table 7: Extracted notational variant pairs
(ho - e n tsu o’ re ru n ke) (ho - e n tsu o re ru n ke)
(House of Hohenzollern)
(ao yama 1 cho me eki) (ao yama ichi cho me eki)
(the station of the 1st street in Aoyama a station name)
(ra mu zu fu e ru do koku bou cho kan) (ra mu su fu e ru do koku bou cho kan)
(Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld)
(ka ri fo ru ni a shu hou) (ka ru fo ru ni a shu hou)
(the law of the state of California)
(shiki kin   rei kin na shi)
(no security deposit and no key money)
PukiWIkiMod PukiWikiMod
7 Conclusion
We proposed our method of using machine learning with various features for the recognition
of Japanese notational variants. We increased 0.06 at the F-measure by specic features using
existing dictionaries and character pairs useful for recognizing notational variants and obtained
0.91 at the F-measure for the recognition of notational variants. We conrmed that our method
was much better than an existing method through experiments. We obtained the results where we
could extract 160 thousand word pairs with a precision rate of 0.9.
We found that the features (F5, F7, and F10) that used numbers (Arabic and Chinese numerals),
alphabets (low and upper cases), and word reading were especially useful in our experiments. The
feature (F12) using a stacking algorithm was also useful.
We also conducted experiments where we constructed a large number of notational variant
pairs by using patterns in addition to machine learning. From the experiments,we would be able
to extract 4.2 million notational variant pairs with a precision rate of 0.78.
We have a plan to release a database on the extracted notational variants that are checked and
corrected by hands in this year.
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